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Abstract  Article Info 
The chemical engineers’ historical role is defined and discussed based on the 
understandings on the sustainability transition, on its meaning in the human evolution, and 
on the present social struggle for the transition issues. First, by reviewing the history of 
chemical engineering, a stepwise development with roughly 30year intervals was 
demonstrated. Moreover, it is revealed that chemical engineering is now facing a situation 
where it can/must define its subject area as the whole socio-metabolic system and its target 
as sustainability transition. Through philosophical and sociological arguments, concepts 
of human existence, society and social system, production/consumption, exchange and 
economy, politics and policies, information, science and technology are clarified with a 
hope that these issues can be incorporated into chemical engineering principle in the future. 
By analysing the social actor structure, the significance of academic societies in the above 
struggle is discussed.  
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1.0 Introduction 
 The world’s rapid economic growth reached 
unprecedented level already in the 1980s and the concern 
of developed countries has shifted from simple linear 
growth to more sophisticated ‘reflexive modernisation’ 
with smart risk management as first proclaimed by 
Ulrich Bech (1986). In accordance with the recognition 
of a wide spectrum of negative aspects of the economic 
and technological developments and how to overcome 
them via democratic approach has become the concern 
of the philosophical discourse on technology as can be 
found in Langdon Winner (1986) and/or Andrew 
Feenberg (1999). Since then, the world looks like 
running further toward an unsustainable end at almost 
mid-21st century in an unprecedented speed in the 
following three ways: First, anthropogenic global 
environmental problems, including climate changes by 
atmospheric greenhouse gas accumulation, oceanic 
pollution with fragmented plastic wastes, and 
accumulation of high level nuclear wastes, which needs 
at least careful control over ten thousand years, are all 
reaching critical situations. Second, rapid developments 
in information and life sciences/technologies are 
reaching a level where they could undermine the 
foundation of human dignity. Third, the world political 
and economic governance seems to be degrading to a 
critical situation due to loosened world power balance 
and to the outbreak of destitute populations and refugees 
in and from global South and from war-worn Mideast. 
Let us call these situations ‘sustainability transition 
problems’. 
The first two transition problems have sprung out 
from the big technological leap and economic booming 
in the post-World War (WW) II period, where we find 
energy shift from coal to petroleum, wide utilisation of 
synthetic fibres and plastics, development of integrated 
circuits and all varieties of electronic appliances, 
computers, sensors and measuring instruments, 
dissemination of automobile, and related social 
infrastructures, etc. The outcome of the surge of artefacts 
produced by the 20th century’s (20C) technology can be 
seen everywhere in our life. Indeed, none of them are 
irrelevant to the contribution of chemical engineering. 
Changing the above unsustainable and high-carbon 
socio-technological system of 20C into a sustainable one 
by implementing a low-carbon 21st century-technology 
system is a must for survival of humans on earth. But 
successful ‘sustainability transition’ would be achieved 
not only by technological effort but also through political 
and sociological strives, because the norms, and the 
social systems relevant to the present technical systems 
are basically founded and run on the fossil-energy based 
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economy. Regulations, legal systems, educational and 
other institutional systems, cultural preferences, etc., for 
sustainable society can be constructed only through 
careful but intensive social actions including economic 
incentive design, guidance and consensus-building. In 
the long term perspective, everyone on the earth would 
find satisfiable merits in the sustainability transition. Of 
course, some may not welcome the change because it 
cannot be free from reforming of the present economic 
and political power structures.  
Geels (2002) presented a perspective for a sustainable 
technology’s tread starting from niche market to the 
mainstream in relation to many social factors. Indeed, as 
reviewed by Kern and Rogge (2017), issues of 
sustainability transition and of implementation of 
sustainable systems have been significant themes in 
policy and sociology studies.  
Turning our eyes on chemical engineering, social 
issue has been, albeit in a narrow sense, one of its central 
issues since it has been devoting to unify various unit 
operations and phenomena into a process and to scale up 
and commercialise, or in other words, to implement into 
society. The background principles of chemical 
engineering were chemistry and mechanical 
engineering. Having stem out from them, the 
development of chemical engineering principles has 
created and implemented into society many efficient and 
economic industrial processes and products by 
integrating reactions, separation, heat and mass flow 
over a wide range of temperature and pressure 
particularly in the post WW II industrialisation.  
Thus, chemical engineering’s role has been pretty 
good in pursuing just “How to implement new 
inventions and ideas into society”. However, in the time 
of sustainability transition, “What should be 
implemented?” is the central issue. 
The concept of ‘social implementation of technology’ 
has stem from the following three roots: 
1) Management of Technology (MOT) originated 
in the United States in the 1930s           
(Blockhoff, 2017). 
2) Science, Technology, Society studies (STS) 
formed gradually after the 1950s. 
3) Public Policy Implementation studies originated 
in the UK in the 1960s (Barrett, 2004). 
MOT’s stance is close to that of classical chemical 
engineering’s in the sense that their major concern has 
been commercialisation of one’s own technology in the 
competitive market. On the same track as MOT, social 
implementation of the research and development (R&D) 
outcomes is requested strongly by funding agents in 
recent program/project managements. 
As noted above, more argument is needed on “What 
technologies or systems should be implemented?”. In the 
era of sustainability transition, we need much wider way 
of thinking than that of MOT. The same can be said to 
other two group’s arguments.  
In public policy implementation, more issues are 
coming into the sphere of technology, engineering, and 
science, where much more quantitative approaches 
should be effective than the arguments so far made in 
public policy area. Since chemical engineering allows us 
to avoid technological risks quantitatively in a variety of 
problems, it is now becoming ever more important to 
join public arguments for future design in the period of 
sustainability transition. 
Thus, argumentation among professionals of 
different realms and ordinary citizens are becoming 
critical since social implementation of sustainable 
systems can create both technical controversies and 
conflicts of interests.  
In the rapidly changing society, from linear to 
reflexive development, perception of history becomes 
necessary to define “What should be 
invested/implemented?” and “What should be 
divested?”. As widely recognised, the three 
sustainability transition problems mentioned in the 
beginning have been inducing philosophical and 
historical debates vigorously over the human future as 
raised by Ray Kurzweil (2005), Yujin Harari (2016, 
2018), Paul Mason (2016), and many others. Islamic 
scholars are also challenging the issue as can be found in 
Mohammad Hashim Kamali et al. (eds.) (2016).  
But when the term technology comes into the 
argument it becomes apparent that we still lack common 
theoretical foundation to envisage the future. This is the 
reason why I intend to review chemical engineers’ 
achievements in a long term historical perspective and to 
overview the technology related issues from essential 
viewpoints.  
So, we first examine chemical engineering principle’s 
historical evolution and clarify that now it is time for 
chemical engineers to proactively define their role in 
overcoming the sustainability problems.  
Second, we make clear that any human society holds 
a specific ‘social metabolic system’ in which technology 
exists as its ‘mechanism,’ no matter how loose its 
structure is. To avoid misconception that society is a 
rigid organisation, some discussions on production and 
consumption, exchange and economy, politics and 
policies, information, science and technology are to be 
made.  
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Third, we examine the social actors’ behaviour in the 
transition period and look forward to a social platform, 
led by chemical engineering societies, to induce 
constructive arguments on transition.  
2.0  Evolution of Chemical Engineering and its 
present  
The role of science in society is to seek objective 
truth, to provide information necessary for the welfare 
and survival of mankind and to support innovation. It 
should also support justice in various disputes and 
political scenes and further realisation of reasonable 
consensus and resolution at various scale of societies 
down to regional communities. 
Among the disciplines, chemical engineering is a 
process engineering science that focuses on integration 
of phenomena of greatly different types and scales to 
establish a process of a wide scale range from them. It 
can be a process in a 50-m height chemical reactor to a 
nano-scale dispersion/reaction process. Chemical 
engineering has so far demonstrated its distinctiveness 
much different from chemistry, applied chemistry, 
mechanical engineering etc., which consisted of the 
original background of chemical engineering in late 19th 
century. Interestingly, a quick review of the history of 
chemical engineering presented in the following will 
reveal that every 30 years’ periodisation is possible in the 
evolution of chemical engineering principle in the past. 
Furthermore, it will reveal that chemical engineering is 
now facing a situation where it can/must define its 
subject area as the whole social-metabolic system and its 
target as sustainability transition. 
Chemical engineering has started as an academic 
field that combines chemistry and engineering with the 
aim of scaling-up laboratory ideas and industrialisation, 
by quantitatively expressing phenomena, 
material/energy balance and methodology of control and 
optimisation of process systems. The term “Chemical 
Engineering” originates back in 1901 in Handbook of 
Chemical Engineering (1901; revised 1904), the first of 
such kind by George E. Davies (1850–1907). It was 
prepared through his series of 12 lectures at the 
Manchester School of Technology (now part of the 
University of Manchester) from 1887. “Davis was 
unique in organising his text by the basic operations 
common to many industries—transporting solids, 
liquids, and gases; distillation; crystallisation; and 
evaporation, to name a few”1.  In US, Course X, a four-
year chemical engineering curriculum combining 
 
1  https://www.sciencehistory.org/historical-profile/george-e-davis 
(retrieved on Feb. 16, 2019). 
mechanical engineering with industrial chemistry, was 
created at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
by chemistry professor Lewis M. Norton (1855–1893) in 
1888 influenced by developments in Germany and UK. 
Course X was modified “in a way that would clearly 
distinguish chemical engineering as a profession”2  by 
William H. Walker (1869–1934) and continued to exist 
until 1920 when Chemical Engineering Department was 
founded.  
Such movement immediately affected Japanese 
engineers that time. Kotaro Shimomura (1861–1937), an 
engineer and chemist and the founder of a private 
engineering school in the present Doshisha University, 
translated Davis’ Handbook into Japanese around 1903. 
Albeit it was not published, he created the term ‘Kagaku 
Kogaku’ (‘Chemical Engineering’ in Japanese). In 1908, 
Iwazo Suzuki (1884–1951) entered the chemical 
engineering course of MIT as the first student from 
Japan. The MIT’s move toward the formation of 
chemical engineering in 1920 by Warren K. Lewis 
(1882–1975) as its head and the publication of 
“Principles of Chemical Engineering” by Walker, Lewis 
and McAdams (1923) urged Japanese universities to 
introduce chemical engineering laboratories and courses. 
The first chemical engineering department in Japan was 
“Chemical Machinery” department of Kyoto University 
founded in 1940 (cf. Jimbo (1986)).  
Thus, to draw a line between the cradle period and the 
self-sustaining period for chemical engineering 
principle, let us take the foundation of Chemical 
Engineering Department of MIT in 1920 as the 
milestone. 
At that time the principle of chemical engineering 
was expressed by the concept of “unit operations” which 
allowed to look at different industrial processes from 
realistic viewpoint finding common operations and 
physical laws among them and developing unified 
engineering approaches. The concept was first proposed 
by Arthur D. Little (1863–1935) in 1916 after he joined 
MIT and then adopted in the book by Walker, Lewis and 
McAdams. 
However, already in this early period pioneering 
work that encouraged the next break was proceeding. 
One example of it can be found in the absorption of 
gaseous species into liquid by Hatta (1932) and Higbie 
(1935), where phenomena were expressed in a set of 
differential equations and valuable relationships were 
derived by solving them. Such a mathematical approach 
later became the mainstream as embodied by Peter V. 
2 MIT ChemE History: https://cheme.mit.edu/about/history/ (retrieved on 
Feb. 24, 2019) 
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Dankwerts (1916–1984) after the war (cf. Amundson 
(1986)).   
But it was the time to the war. The demand for 
gasoline was rapidly increasing, which posed a problem 
of accumulation of kerosene and heavier oil fractions as 
distillation residues. After the success of Houdry’s TCC 
process with moving beds, fluid catalytic cracking 
(FCC) development was initiated by Standard Oil of 
New Jersey (now Exxon-Mobil) by forming Catalytic 
Research Associates (CRA), a consortium of five oil 
companies, including Anglo-Iranian Oil (now BP), and 
Dutch Shell, two engineering construction companies 
and a German chemical company. CRA researchers 
adopted the idea of W. K. Lewis and Edwin R. Gilliland 
(1909–1973) of MIT to handle catalyst powder like fluid, 
which is now called fluidisation. After the pilot plant test 
from 1940, the first FCC unit was erected and started 
operation at Baton Rouge, La., In 1942. It was the very 
beginning of both fluidisation engineering and chemical 
reaction engineering.  
The success of fluidisation was a milestone of 
chemical engineering’s shift from separation to 
reaction/reactor engineering. Fluidisation principle was 
applied to various processes and flowered worldwide in 
the economic growth after the war.  
Since 1942, construction of fluidisation science 
followed, shifting its paradigm roughly every ten years 
starting from phenomenology and achieving essential 
understanding of the phenomena (Horio, 2013). Such 
process of paradigm shift seems to follow the three-stage 
development law of Mitsuo Taketani (1911–2000), a 
particle physicist and theorist. His three stages are ‘the 
phenomenology stage’, ‘the structural stage’ and ‘the 
essential stage’ (Taketani, 1942). Each stage is kicked 
off by the appearance of a new paradigm. In fluidisation 
research the essential stage was kicked off in 1963 by 
John Davidson’s book, “Fluidized Particles,” which 
ignited a complete reorganisation of the theoretical 
framework of fluidisation science from the fluid 
mechanic viewpoint. However, such a recurrence to 
mathematical, fluid mechanic and physicochemical 
fundamentals took place not only in fluidisation area but 
also all over the chemical engineering science as a new 
wave of engineering science. 
This new wave in the post WW II, chemical 
engineering was induced by Dankwerts as reviewed by 
Amundson (1986). He modified Higbie’s penetration 
theory for static surface and developed the surface 
renewal model, a new approach for mass transfer across 
turbulent interfaces or bubble-to-liquid absorption 
(Dankwerts, 1951). He then advocated on residence time 
distribution (Dankwerts, 1952).  
After this induction period a full-scale endeavour was 
started early in the 1950s to construct transport theory, 
chemical reaction engineering, system dynamics, control 
and optimisation, and numerical simulation. This bore 
fruits in the early 1960s in the form of challenging books: 
Bird et al., "Transport phenomena" (1960), Aris, “The 
optimal design of chemical reactors: a study in dynamic 
programming” (1961); Lapidus, “Digital computation 
for chemical engineers” (1962); Levenspiel, "Chemical 
Reaction Eng." (1962); Kunii-Levenspiel’s “Fluidisation 
Engineering” (1973), etc. Indeed, the period after 
Dankwerts (1951) was for such a dramatic refinement of 
the theoretical structure of chemical engineering 
conception. Thus, we can define the period from 1950 as 
the period when essential principle of chemical 
engineering has been established. 
It was early in the 1970's that an entirely reborn 
scientific structure of chemical engineering was 
introduced into chemical engineering education courses. 
Since then, more than 500 chemical engineering 
departments have been introduced in universities all over 
the world.  
However, it was the time of maturing for 
conventional process industries. Computer aided design 
(CAD), process simulation, and digital control became 
popular. Both the maturation of chemical engineering 
science and the progress in computer capacity changed 
the chemical process industry (CPI) drastically into a 
more matured industry as described by (Himmelblau and 
Riggs, 2012): “During the period 1960 to1980, the CPI 
also made the transition from an industry based on 
innovation, in which the profitability of a company 
depended to a large degree on developing new products 
and new processing approaches, to a more mature 
commodity industry, in which the financial success of a 
company depended on making products using 
established technology more efficiently, resulting in less 
expensive products.” 
However, from the late 1960s the chemical 
engineering methodology gradually penetrated into other 
fields that traditionally had not established reaction 
engineering or process engineering methods, such as 
iron and steel making, coal utilisation, cement 
production, heavy industry and other industries of 
semiconductor, fermentation, bio, pharmaceutical, etc. 
In addition, it has deepened relationships in the 
automotive field through materials, exhaust gas cleaning 
and recycling. 
 In coal gasification and combustion, C. Y. Wen 
(1928–1982; cf. Wen and Lee , 1979) was the pioneer. 
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Iwao Much (1924–1987; cf. Muchi (1966), Muchi, 
Moriyama (1972)) and Julian Szeckely (1934–1995; cf. 
Szekery and Themelis (1971)) were those in the iron and 
steel making by introducing mathematical modelling 
approach. Koichi Iinoya (1917–1998) was one of the few 
founders of powder technology area.  
 In the early 1980s, it became obvious that 
applications of chemical engineering principle in the 
field of electronic industry as well as biotechnology 
brought a new initiative into chemical engineering in the 
sense that they requested more detailed treatment for 
phenomena and processes down in the molecular level, 
which urged another leap of chemical engineering. Such 
new waves were summarised and demonstrated in 
“Frontiers in Chemical Engineering, Research Needs 
and Opportunities”, a report published in 1988 by a 
committee chaired by Neal R. Amundson (1916–2011) 
in US National Research Council. Accordingly, it can be 
said that a new period of chemical engineering began 
around 1980.  
 Since then, the object field of chemical engineering 
has been sprawled very much. It is not the scope of the 
present article to overview it in detail, but the diversity 
of current chemical engineering study can be seen from 
the text mining of the title of perspective papers in 
AIChE Journal from 1999 to 2018 (Fig. 1). 
Nevertheless, the very core of the chemical 
engineering principles lies in the methodology of 
integration of basic phenomena into innovative 
processes through the following three pathways:  
1) application of conservation law of mass and energy 
with mathematics, incorporating thermodynamics, 
diffusion, stochastic process, reaction, mass flow, 
heat transfer, etc., with their relevant rate 
expressions.  
2) integration of elemental processes and scale up, 
overcoming process inefficiency or emission due to 
bi-products and pursuing near closed processes, and 
process intensification. 
3) design and operation of nonlinear complex systems 
with simulation, analyses for stability, sensitivity 
and dynamics, optimisation and control.  
Although many of these principles can be shared in 
other engineering sciences, they all have not been 
sufficiently consolidated in an academic field other than 
chemical engineering. 
Nevertheless, chemical engineering that had covered 
almost all industrial activities was still sticking subjects 
inside of production processes mostly based on fossil-
fuel energies. But the global warming and climate 
change issues changed the situation around 1988 when 
James Hansen of NASA Goddard Space Centre testified 
in US Congress that it is 99% true. 
 
 
Fig. 1: Chemical Engineering’s recent focuses estimated by datamining titles of perspective papers in AIChE J. from 1999 to 2018 
by KH coder 
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In the beginning, it was not as seriously recognised as 
it is now. It was only after the IPCC 4th report (2007) 
that the reduction target of greenhouse gases (GHGs) at 
year 2050 was set above 80 to 90% of 1990 value for 
developed countries. In December 2015, at Paris Climate 
Conference (COP21) over 190 countries reached the 
Paris Agreement aiming to reduce the greenhouse gases 
emission substantially to prevent global temperatures 
from increasing more than 2 °C above the temperature 
before the beginning of the Industrial Revolution and 
also aiming to pursue efforts to limit the temperature 
increase even further to 1.5 °C. It entered into force on 
November 4, 2016 and has been signed by 197 countries 
and ratified by 185 as of January 2019. Since this 
demands almost zero GHGs emission beyond 2050, 
transformative design of the whole mass and energy 
balance of the earth system including human activities 
has become an imperative issue to solve much before the 
year 2050.  
Many chemical engineers have moved out of 
production processes of factories into the civic society in 
the area of environment, first in waste management and 
recycling, air pollution control and water treatment.  
Then they started taking leadership in developing new 
methods to deal with environmental and global warming 
issues, such as a metric system Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) for greenhouse gas emission from human 
activities. As the founders of Industrial Ecology, Roland 
Clift (1942-) has been one of the pioneer chemical 
engineers in such movements (cf. Clift- Druckman 
(Eds.) (2016)).  
In 2015, UN grand assembly adopted “Transforming 
our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable  
Development.” But who guides the society for the 
implementation of sustainable socio-technological 
systems? Chemical engineers have a potential of 
designing sustainable social mass and energy processes 
based on their principles/criterions listed before. Their 
openness to a variety of problems also indicates their 
potential of designing the social process necessary for 
the transition by sharing the idea with stakeholders and 
citizens for implementation. It means that chemical 
engineering is expected to outgrow from the present 
discipline for ‘chemical process systems’ to the whole 
‘social metabolic systems,’ whose concept is discussed 
later in 3.2. 
Table 1 summarises the above discussion on the 
periodisation of the historical development of chemical 
engineering. However, so far, most of the technical 
issues that chemical engineering has been dealing with 
are clearly those belong to the owner of the technology 
or to the subjective actor. In contrast, many civic 
societies’ issues are multi-subjective.  
Table 1 : A rough periodisation of the history of chemical engineering and its future. 
* The period boundaries are only rough indications. 
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To cope with such situations, Chemical engineers now 
need to hold some fundamental understanding on social 
issues in its principle. Furthermore, it is about time for 
chemical engineers to equip with channels to a variety of 
social affairs and to organise a constructive argument 
with their principles/criterions among people from 
different professional arenas. 
Beyond such activities together with investigation into 
the achievements of social and humanity sciences, there 
could be a chance for chemical engineering to develop 
novel socio- technological methods for sustainability 
transition.In the next section some philosophical or 
sociological discussions are presented reviewing 
fundamental categories in socio-technical issues. 
3.0 Concepts for Socio-technological Systems 
To argue about social issues in this article, it would 
be effective to treat them in a way that can be 
incorporated into the theoretical framework of chemical 
engineering in the future. Concepts to deal with chemical 
processes such as flow system, steady state, discrete 
element, population balance, residence time distribution, 
contact time and/or reaction rate can be also effective in 
analysing many social phenomena. However, the society 
is equipped with apparatuses much foreign for chemical 
engineering such as governments, armed forces, 
companies, legal systems and communities. Significant 
phenomena in the society such as economy, politics 
and/or consensus building are also quite different from 
phenomena in chemical processes. So, in this section, 
preliminary arguments are presented to construct a kind 
of overview for chemical engineers to define their roles 
in the socio-technological domain for sustainability 
transition. 
It should be noted here also that rather essential 
discussions are intended in this section although they 
seem to have been taken outdated over decades among 
philosophers and sociologists. It has been avoided in 
STS since its "Empirical Turn" (Achterhuis , 1999) of 
around 1980 by Wiebe Bijker (1987) and others with 
their social constructivist approach toward the detailed 
empirical study on the process of technology realisation 
and adoption by the society. Or in other words, a big 
move into the detailed sociological analysis on 
technology innovation as social phenomena solely from 
empirical and phenomenological viewpoints became 
possible after the collapse of ‘official Marxism.’ 
However, as expressed by Paredis (2011) the 
constructivist approaches tend to just follow “What 
happened and how?” and cannot present alternative 
pathways nor guidelines, toward sustainable future, for 
instance. Thus, discussing some basic concepts for 
engineering’s endeavour toward sustainable socio-
technological systems may create some potential value 
in relation to social sciences. In the following it is 
intended to shed clear light on technology and socio-
technological system, by visiting terms such as human 
existence, social metabolic system, 
production/consumption process, labour process, 
exchange and economy, politics and policy, information 
and communication, science, technology, and scientific 
and technological labour. They are all related to 
collective human survival on earth. The key factor here 
is the relationship between information and reality. 
3.1 Human existence and technology 
Human society equipped with language, money, 
government and nation, agriculture and industry etc. is 
based on the existence of special creature ‘human being.’ 
From the viewpoint of discrete element simulation 
(DEM) in particle technology or of agent-based 
simulation (ABS), a human being is an extraordinary 
discrete element that makes its motion based on its 
complex thinking and feeling system and on a variety of 
interactions, i.e., communications, with other elements. 
Such elements have been created based on the 
remarkable evolution of human brain through use of 
tools, fire-eating, upright biped walking, cooperation in 
hunting, etc. in the transition period from apes and over 
millennia afterwards.  
From the definition of ‘technology’ to be introduced 
later in 3.8, expressions by writing letters, which evolved 
from communication known as pictography (picture 
writing) and ideography (idea writing) also should be 
included in ‘technology,’ particularly, in ‘social 
technology.’ Completion and dissemination of the letter 
system by around 5300 BP (Mattessich, 2002) 
encouraged objectification and awareness of mental 
activity, until the concept of ‘mind’ was established 
around 2500 BP (Jaynes, 1976), Adkins, 2003). Then 
brought about were the conception of mercy, perfect 
virtue and love by Buddha, Confucius and Jesus, 
respectively. It was an information technology 
revolution in archaic period that made brain possible to 
aware self-thinking, to reflect and to think about future 
as provoked by Julian Jaynes (1920–1997). 
Religions can also be understood to belong to a genre 
of social technology. To maintain peace and to save 
social distortion Muhammad (570–632) later delivered 
Islamic tenet that focused much more on everyday 
practice and social wellbeing, which can be understood 
as an advanced phase of religion focusing more on the 
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social than the previous ones.  
Thus, we can be confident that there is no separation 
between human existence and ‘technology in a broader 
sense.’ A human existence is a biological element 
equipped with physiological mechanisms for survival 
but having strong power for sophisticated internal 
information processing with language and external 
communication.  
However, a human existence is finite in both space 
and time and the environment is a huge existence. To 
keep living he/she must intake material and energy from 
and excrete wastes to the environment. This is an 
exchange process that resembles a gambling process. As 
classical ruin problem in random walk theory tells, the 
probability of a gambler’s ultimate ruin, against an 
infinitely rich adversary, starting from a finite amount of 
money within finite number of trials is ‘1.’  Thus, an 
eternal life for such finite existence is physically 
impossible. This is why living organisms have been 
trying to survive with their limited life due to 
programmed life span and genetic reproduction system 
as confirmed by Oohashi et al. (2003). 
3.2 Society and Social metabolic System 
‘Society’ is a collective survival style of species. 
Once, human survival was conducted only on hunting 
and gathering, i.e., on natural productivity. Then, they 
invented cultivation of crops, animal domestication, 
mining and metallurgy. Since then, humans have 
survived by social (i.e., collaborative) production and 
consumption with agriculture and industry, i.e., with 
artificial productive power. 
The whole integrated system of productive power 
composes a ‘social metabolic system,’ which includes 
not only people in the society but also all the artificial 
infrastructures such as houses, buildings, farmlands, 
factories with machines and plants, railways, highways, 
harbours, airports, water supply, sewage systems, 
broadcasting systems, satellites etc. and produces and 
distributes mass and energy necessary for human life. 
The mass and energy flows into and out of the society 
and their flows inside the society with the above 
infrastructure resemble the metabolic activities of lives. 
The concept of social metabolism originates from Justus 
von Liebig (1803–1873) and other 19C chemists and 
appreciated by Karl Marx (1818–1883) and used in his 
writing (cf. Martinez-Alier, 2004). In the 1970s the 
concept was spontaneously reborn from the social mass 
flow analysis (MFA) study together with LCA as well 
reviewed by Fisher-Kowalski and Hüttler (1999). 
Here, a remark should be added that the system is not 
rigid but loose and dynamic like a thermodynamic 
system consisting of freely moving molecules. Any 
person who is an element of the system has a freedom to 
claim against it to modify the system by raising voices 
and by organizing a counter power or otherwise to move 
to other places (in the case of classical social organism 
theory of Herbert Spencer (1820–1903) this point was 
not clear and his concept was used together with his 
social Darwinism in Nazi’s genocides.) 
Thus, we must be very precise in using the term 
‘social system’. However, the claim by Latour (2002) 
that "there is no society, only a network of actors (AN) 
exists" is an extremal presumably brought as a reaction 
against ideologies that inclines to totalitarian thinking. 
Nations and companies have enforceability. Not all 
persons in the society have well developed to an 
autonomous individual. Treating society simply as 
individuals’ network is a reductionism that tend to 
neglect the organisational aspect which restrain 
individuals. 
Peoples’ lives are very much dependent on the social 
system including public education and social welfare. 
Any member of a state is born and educated in the 
system. Under such a situation it is difficult for a citizen 
to completely reject the behavioural rules requested by 
the system as a free person. This is the very point of the 
“freedom of thought” as one of the minimum human 
rights in modern constitutional laws. 
However, AN analysis is still an effective research 
method to investigate the social process in detail. More 
importantly, it is effective to avoid political labelling and 
to urge people to behave individually for justice.   
3.3 Production/consumption 
Including all the activities in the society from 
individual’s and organisations’ viewpoint, ‘production’ 
can be defined as widely as possible as “a general 
activity for creating a state or a thing of value for the 
survival of a subject by acts of the subject.” The three 
production factors, i.e., ‘instrumental equipment,’ ‘raw 
materials’ and ‘labour forces’ compose productive 
power. Production and consumption are inextricably 
linked. Production cannot be performed without 
consumption of valuable things. This wide definition of 
production also includes so called reproduction 
activities, e.g., eating, bearing children, education, 
recreation and cultural activities, and all other activities 
including destruction and/or criminal acts. The meaning 
of technology is to be defined as essentially as possible 
based on this wide definition of production in 3.8 and 
3.9. 
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Here, ‘instrumental equipment’ includes not only 
tools, machineries, plants and land but also things such 
as plant species, chemical catalysts, and even social rules 
such as standards, regulations, safety measures, etc. In a 
microscopic production process, ‘raw materials’ can be 
nothing but technological products, as seeds and saplings 
in agriculture, chemical reagents in chemical process es 
and steel in mechanical industry.  
In productive labour, humans make ‘dialogues’ with 
other two factors, i.e., raw materials and equipment. This 
cognitive aspect of human involvement in technology 
was advocated first by Heidegger (1953) but not 
deepened much to understand real production process. 
In modern production processes the labour forces are 
divided into many part labours and machines help 
integrate labours. This contrasts with artisans’ cases 
where labour division is not much and artisans 
themselves control the whole production processes.  
The progress of technology and automation decreases 
the part of labour directly installed in the production 
process. In large scale automated chemical processes 
nowadays, the contribution of physical labour is very 
small, but the weight of more intelligent, i.e., 
surveillance, supervision, maintenance etc., has been 
increased.  
A production process is achieved by combining 
production factors and by letting them to operate 
together. The activities of entrepreneurs and engineers to 
integrate production factors and to conduct the whole 
process are necessary activity to maintain and govern the 
technological and economical essence of the processes 
as first pointed out by Schumpeter (1934).  
Fig. 2 illustrates production process viewed 
differently by an artisan or a working individual and by 
an entrepreneur. 
3.4 Exchange and Economy 
Social metabolism is conducted through process of 
exchange among individuals and organisations. There 
are the following three types of exchanges (Karatani 
(2014) (note: wording rephrased maintaining the original 
meaning): 
1) Market economic exchange: free and competitive 
exchange of goods, labour, money, etc., 
2) Governance exchange: tax and governance 
exchange for freedom, safety and security, etc., 
3) Reciprocity exchange: exchange of aid, care, 
solidarity with goods, labour/activities, money, etc.  
Market economy is only one type of exchanges. In the 
sustainability transition, niche market for regional or 
mission-oriented products has been said to take more 
significant roles (Geels, 2002).  
3.5 Politics and Policies 
 ‘Politics,’ which is related to the above-mentioned 
“governance exchange,” is the process to define public 
goods and values and to determine the share of them, not 
with violence but with indication of intention and 
arguments and on an initially agreed platform. 
Eloquence and legitimacy are effective factors in the 
arguments. But sound argumentation process could be 
trampled if a majority is hold on the platform through 
favouritism and corruption and if fallacious ideas, i.e., 
‘ideologies,’ dominate the argument. 
 
‘Policy’ is the scenario to handle public goods and 
values for public objectives. In the modern society, 
policy elements are quite widely spread in complicated 
structures. Also, the climate changes, natural and 
technological disasters and environmental pollutions 
 
(a) individual worker’s view 
(b) entrepreneur’s view 
Fig. 2: Production system overlooked from different  
viewpoints (where double lines show work actions, 
dotted lines indicate by-products and broken line shows 
cash flow or gain from exchange). 
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affect everyone. Accordingly, who are benefited and 
who are not are not always clear and, even if the 
dichotomy of political group exists, there arises a 
possibility of policy design being conducted in a much 
rational manner to benefit majority of the society. 
Nevertheless, any technical discussions may accompany 
political nature since it is often related to public policies 
and to distribution of values. In some situations, 
professionals are facing a kind of responsibility test 
where his/her performance and advocacy can affect the 
life of many socially vulnerable people. In the 
sustainability transition period, the professionals’ 
leadership for the long-term future is necessary but it is 
not always free from short-sighted political games.  
3.6 Information 
‘Information’ is a key factor to understand life, 
science, technology and society but its essential 
definition is seldom presented in textbooks of 
information engineering.  
‘Information’ is a virtual thing that indicates a real 
thing meaningful for the survival of living beings that are 
finite and always facing the risk of death. Nishigaki 
(2004) admirably said “Every information is basically 
‘life information’ linked to cognition and observation by 
life.” 
‘Structure’ and ‘mechanism’ are categories included 
in information. They are extracted and unveiled from 
existing phenomenological things by scientific scrutiny. 
3.7 Science 
‘Science’ is a set of sure universal information 
obtained about things surrounding human beings, a set 
of methods to obtain certainty, and collective human 
activities to obtain sure information. There is a rich 
accumulation of thoughts about science back from 
Francis Bacon (1561–1626; cf. Bacon (1620) to John D. 
Bernal (1901–1971; cf. Bernal (1954), (1967)) and to 
Thomas Kuhn (1922-1996; cf. Kuhn (1962)). But here 
delving more about science is avoided since our focus is 
on technology.  
3.8 Technology in a narrow sense 
Interestingly, technology is not a production process 
itself nor a productive power itself. It is some structure 
contained in the productive power. It reveals some 
rational mechanisms in its operating stage. 
 ‘Technology’ is “the ‘mechanism of production 
process’ in its wider sense, contained in and revealed by 
productive power, which is constructed through 
conscious or heuristic application of objective laws and 
knowledges.” This is an improved version of the 
previous definition by the present author (Minami 
(1973), Horio (2006), where technology was defined 
simply as “the mechanism of productive power.” Among 
‘knowledges’ in the above definition, ‘existing elements 
of technology’ are also included as discussed by Arthur 
(2009). But there are always unknown parts in the 
mechanism, which subject to research for improvements 
(Horio, 2011).  
It should be worth to note here that in the productive 
power, in its narrow sense, labour forces have not only 
trained muscles and attentiveness but also experiences, 
licenses, understanding of rules, and moreover 
knowledge of the whole process, which are nothing but 
a part of ‘mechanism of production process’ the labour 
force contributes to let the process perform appropriate. 
The reason why such an intelligent capacity is required 
for labour force is because the working process itself is 
essentially an intelligent and cognitive process.  
However, in modern industries such cognitive 
activities are conducted with a thick support from 
engineering sciences. Whenever some malperformance 
of a production system appears, workers and engineers 
must investigate the causes and then design counter 
actions based on scientific methods. This is the 
‘communication’ between humans and materials in the 
modern production processes highly technological and 
scientific, which Heidegger (1954) did not appreciate.  
A technology is an intellectual property. Although 
any technology may become obsolete with time, it does 
not wear out like ordinary products. It is possible to 
‘read’ technical information even from aged elements of 
its productive power. Technology is easy to reproduce 
based on information read directly from existing 
productive power or from documents and/or on 
engineers’ knowledge. Without legal protections it is 
difficult to establish it as a good.  
The above definition resembles, albeit only slightly, 
with Heidegger (1954)’s: “Technology is ‘Enframing’ 
(i.e., ‘artificial structure’).” There, his intention was to 
close-up the relation between the Enframing and 
humans. It is probably because technology for him was 
like something created by strangers, which force him and 
other people to change their valuable tradition and 
culture. Heidegger’s understanding of technology has 
affected many Post WW II environmental thinkers and 
activists because the original picture of technology-
human relationship was resembling to modern 
technology-environment relationship. However, his 
definition did not appreciate the workers’ nor engineers’ 
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labour and practices in the production process, did not 
deepen the relation among information, science and 
technology and did not indicate the way to overcome the 
problem of technology-human and technology-nature 
relationships. Carrol (2017) recently defined technology 
as “something inherently intelligent enough to either 
function, be used to function, or be interpreted as having 
a function that intelligent beings—human or 
otherwise—can appreciate, something devised, designed 
(by primary intention), or discovered (by secondary 
intention) serving particular purposes from a secular 
standpoint without humankind creating it, or a 
significant beneficiary of rationally derived knowledge 
that is “used for” a purpose without itself necessarily 
being translated into something material that “does” 
autonomously, or dependently when used.” This is a 
phenomenological piecemeal definition. To 
comprehensively grasp technology, its character and 
relationship with significant categories, such as 
information, science, productive process and human 
labour, we need to understand technology essentially. 
A technology is brought about as a result of 
integrating workers’ and engineers’ activities to build up 
a mechanism through design, application and trial and 
error. Such an activity can be called as ‘technological 
practice.’ Taketani (1947) defined technology as 
“conscious application of objective laws and 
knowledges in productive practices.” 3  His definition 
induced a decade of dispute on philosophy of technology 
in post WW II Japan because it closed-up the importance 
of human practice and consciousness on natural laws and 
knowledges. However, in his definition the aspect of 
heuristic trial and error in engineers’ practice was not 
explicitly appreciated. This tends to instigate us to 
underestimate the aspect of accumulated trials and errors 
in existing technology. Furthermore, the definition based 
on human activity has a fundamental difficulty to deal 
with the objectively existing technology. After all, 
Taketani’s definition is not the definition of technology 
itself but the time differential derivative of a technology 
formation process, i.e., technological practice. Fig. 3 
illustrates the relation between technological practice 
and the resulting technology.   
3.9 Technology in a broad sense 
Technology can be also defined as the ‘mechanism of 
social metabolism’ because social metabolism consists 
of the whole production/consumption systems whose 
mechanism is the currently working technology. In 
 
33 Translated from Japanese by the present author. 
social metabolism, we must appreciate not only 
elemental physical technologies but also elemental 
social technologies including legal systems, social 
institutions, languages and communication systems, 
currencies, people’s cooperation etc. Indeed, some 
equipment cannot be installed without governmental 
approval. Some valves of a plant cannot be opened under  
some environmental regulation. Thus, the definition of 
technology in a broad sense should include social 
mechanisms as well. 
When we try to implement a technology into society 
in a competitive situation, we need a variety of ‘social 
technologies’ such as marketing, social recognition of 
tasks, consensus-building/decision-making, fund 
raising, equipment procurement, advertisement, 
enactment of laws, founding support organisations and 
institutions, etc. Social technologies also include 
criminal techniques that should be avoided/suppressed, 
such as intimidation, fraud and speech manipulation. 
By summing up the above observation, Fig. 4 
illustrates the technology’s multilayer structures 
including social elements and mechanisms. Furthermore, 
two additional points are important regarding technology 
in society: One is fairness of technology in the society; 
another is the fitness of technology to regional needs and 
resource characteristics, culture and habits, financial 
capabilities etc. These two are the fundamental 
requirements for appropriate technology (AT) as 
illustrated in Fig. 5. The point is to avoid mismatch 
Fig. 3: Technology as a product of integrated 
technological practice. 
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between design and the social need, which would be 
achieved well by stakeholder participated co-design and 
co-production. Originally the concept of AT has been 
developed for technology transfer to developing 
countries with the term ‘intermediate technology’ 
(Schumacher (1960)). However, even in developed 
countries, since conditions for technology is locally quite 
different, particularly in terms of resources, climate and 
culture, AT’s viewpoint is becoming more important in 
planning and designing. 
4.0 Innovation dynamics and the way to social 
implementation of sustainable systems  
Now that the fundamental concepts are shared as 
above, we can further focus our eyes on the social 
processes of changing the social metabolic system into a 
sustainable system by technology 
developments/adoptions and implementations. 
However, the process is highly ‘political’, in the sense 
defined before, with struggles among actors.  
To analyse the ongoing energy transition in European 
Union, Lindberg et al. (2018) analysed key EU policies, 
information from websites, newspaper articles and 
interviews with policy makers and made clear that “a 
majority of actors favour a rather centralised 
configuration of the electricity system” (p.11) as shown 
in Fig. 6. 
“Many of these actors are energy incumbents and 
their associates (p. 12).” However, about the adoption of 
renewables, “relatively broad agreement about the need 
for more renewable energy (i.e. a sustainability 
transition).” “Environmental NGOs and renewable 
energy associations, in contrast, have high ambitions for 
renewable energy and strongly favour a decentralised 
electricity system (p.12).” So, it is serious that even in 
European Union that has been leading the world politics 
for sustainability transition, the inertia of existing 
business is not small at all. 
It is also interesting that in the EU’s politics at least 
the shift to renewables has achieved a kind of consensus 
and that the major political controversy is on the issue of 
‘distributed or centralised.’ This controversy is, 
however, realistic and constructive if it is further 
discussed. However, the political debates can become 
much more ideological if some technologies which are 
still underdevelopment are dealt with as the Redeemer.  
Fig. 4: Technology’s multilevel structure including social 
elements. 
Fig. 5: Basic features of appropriate technology (Horio, 
2013a). 
Fig. 6: Key actors and their policy preferences in EU 
(Lindberg et al. (2018)). 
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An example can be found in a report from IEEJ 
(Outlook 2018, 2017). It describes a scenario for 
decarbonisation for 2050 by allowing coal utilisation in 
long term, anticipating Redeemers such as next 
generation nuclear power, nuclear fusion, solar power 
satellite (SPS), hydrogen, carbon capture and utilisation 
(CCU), and or biomass energy with CCS (carbon capture 
and storage) (BECCS) would be an example. But, as far 
as the author’s knowledge is concerned, nuclear power 
technology has not yet solved its high-level waste 
accumulation problem, and nuclear fusion and solar 
power satellite would never be commercialised by 2050. 
Concerning hydrogen vehicle, it is difficult to find much 
benefit in it, since the dissemination of 800 atm service 
stations for FCV (fuel cell vehicles) increases the risk of 
severe explosion in the urban area in long term, and 
since, in terms of green-house gas emission reduction, it 
is not efficient at all as already clarified by Bossel 
(2006). CCU to produce fuels from CO2 is not necessary 
since transportation energy is going to be converted to 
renewables with the adoption of electric vehicles. For 
aviation, biofuels have good potential. Finally, potential 
of CCS is quite limited as already pointed out by 
Caldecott et al. (2016). 
Due to high economic competition, and to the 
pressures from consumers and stake holders, ordinary 
business decisions tend to be made based on only 3 to 5 
years perspective. Thus, incumbent actors including 
industry groups, employers’ associations and major 
labour unions tend to try not to lose present assets by the 
sustainability transition. Of course, it depends how they 
portray their future in what time scale. 
There are certain number of pundits and some 
government sections strongly supporting the present 
system. In many cases, policies and R&D plans are made 
on the extension of the present system or on the 
ideological scenarios for the future and not on the 
perspective of disruptive changes that induce realistic 
sustainability transition.  
However, the business and financial landscape is 
changing fast as indicated by the foundation of The 
Climate Group and its RE100 Project. With 
professionals from different sectors as well as with 
young scholars and students, we should discuss our 
future not tied by short term interests but based more on 
scientific evidences and on mid to long term needs. 
Thus, the incumbents’ issues must be compromised 
constructively for the sustainability transition. There, 
those ideological controversies should be overcome by 
quantitative investigation in the public.  
5.0 New Responsibilities of Chemical Engineers and 
their Societies  
Based on their officially neutral stance and relative 
independence from incumbents’ business decisions, 
academic societies have a potential and responsibility of 
taking a lead toward argumentation for sustainability 
transition. Matter of course, depending on the contents 
of academic realms, some may not be able to pursue such 
a role effectively. However, chemical engineering seems 
to have an extraordinary transdisciplinary potential as 
already discussed in 2.0.  
Significant difficulty existing in the present chemical 
engineering is that it still has not equipped with rational 
principles to deal with the ‘social’ where stakeholders 
often have conflicting interests but no common 
languages.  
Taking a case of planning a municipal solid waste 
disposal plant as an example familiar to many chemical 
engineers, the problem structure does not fit even a 
simple actor structure such as administrative vs. 
residents. More than ten rather independent subjective 
actors are involved in the decision-making process. The 
association of waste management, local assembly, local 
government offices, mayor, vice mayors, labour unions, 
civil society groups, regional agriculture, commerce and 
industry groups, regional construction businesses, and 
other related businesses. If waste management is 
supported by central government subsidy, relevant 
government sections and national policy makers may 
exploit leverage. Most of the local actors are lay actors 
to the technical aspects of waste management. 
Accordingly, it is not always easy for a contractee to 
identify friend or foe the collaborators including 
consulting companies.  
Also, concerning environment and energy issues, it is 
important to organise collaboration among 
administrative divisions, for which they tend not to admit 
its necessity because the division structure has been 
‘rationally designed.’ But the rationality may be only for 
the fossil fuel based social metabolic system. 
Collaboration among divisions is now a must for 
tackling global environmental issues and conduct 
transformative actions. To create collaborations among 
multiple agents, support from both engineering and 
humanity/social sciences should be necessary.  
To deal with such cases, chemical engineers need 
languages and principles based on which they can create 
collaborations of various sectors and stakeholders to 
reach progressive, legitimate, people-friendly and 
environment-friendly solutions through democratic 
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debates. 
Since such collaborations are a highly multi-subject 
matter, it is necessary to have competent conductors/ 
facilitators to organise it. They need a capability to 
understand the basic context of each stakeholder in the 
collaborative team, and a capacity to crate imagination 
about what outcome, discoveries or new meaning the 
collaboration would create for each in its context.  
Chemical engineers have, with their wide, 
stereoscopic and quantitative insight, a potential 
capability of the conductorship. Already in many 
countries many chemical engineers have become 
talented leaders in transdisciplinary landscape. 
Developing powerful methodologies further for 
sustainability transition is nothing but an endogenous 
project of chemical engineers. Chemical engineers’ 
associations are thus expected to provide effective 
platforms for public arguments toward the sustainability 
transition. 
6.0 Concluding remarks 
In this article chemical engineers’ role in the time of 
sustainability transition is discussed first based on the 
understandings on sustainability transition, its meaning 
in the human evolution history, and the present social 
struggle for the transition issues.  
Second, the chemical engineers’ role in the coming 
decades is projected by reviewing chemical engineering 
history from late 18C to present. 
Third, through philosophical and sociological 
arguments, proposed are simple and clear understanding 
for concepts of human existence with technology, 
society and social system, production/consumption, 
exchange and economy, politics and policies, 
information, science and technology, so that these issues 
can be included in the chemical engineering theory in the 
future.  
Finally, by analysing the social actor structure, the 
significance of academic societies, particularly of 
chemical engineering societies to create effective 
collaborative actions in the above struggle is stressed.  
Comprehensive research and design programs are 
needed with multidisciplinary collaboration on many 
tough issues focusing on sustainability transition, 
regional energy independence, plastic problems, high 
level nuclear waste issues, etc. Also needed are, 
participation-based co-design methodology, 
implementation process analysis, normative/ 
institutional reform methodology, etc. 
To intensify academic society’s contribution in social 
argumentation and collaboration for sustainability 
transition/transformation, it would be great if, in the near 
future, open-source transparent database and simulation 
tools including MD (Molecular Dynamics), CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics), DEM, ABS and other 
process simulation tools, even in their simplified 
versions like NetLogo 4 , could be provided from 
academic societies with the real-time multi-presentation 
infrastructure such as HoloLens5.  
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